
THE DAY THE CRAYONS QUIT WRITING ACTIVITY FOR 5TH

The teacher will then read-aloud The Day the Crayons Quit. Prompt students throughout the reading to identify the
cause and effect. Write sentences.

They will identify the cause what Duncan did to upset them and the effect what happened to the crayon.
Student Instructions Students will be paired with one-two other students to discuss ideas and then share them
aloud with the teacher. Design a new wrapper for the peach crayon! Create a display board that shares your
children's writing linked to this book. Yellow and orange crayons have an argument about the colour of the
sun. Write a new letter from one of the crayons to Duncan. What colour is the sun? Write a conversation
between two or more of the crayons. Show the book trailer and ask students: -Why do you think the crayons
are quitting? Write Duncan's replies to the crayons' letters. How does this affect some people? During the
reading, each student will use the Success Criteria listed in the step above to do peer-evaluations. Discuss with
students how Duncan could right his wrongs, and what he could do to improve the feelings of the crayons.
Which do you prefer? Can you create your own colour wheel? Write sentences. End the lesson by discussing
cause and effect, and how we identified them throughout the reading and the writing activity. Create a picture
that uses all of the colours in your crayon setâ€¦ just like Duncan does. Use paint or other art materials to
create many different shades of the same colour. Have students look for reasons why the crayons are upset
with Duncan, and what Duncan did to upset them. Learn more about colour blindness. Sign Duncan's name at
the end of the letter. Give at least one way they will fix the crayon's problem.


